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Being an author involves more than just writing a book. It also means finding a publisher and then marketing your book. If you've always wanted to be an author, here are some tips for getting started: Write about something interesting. And if it's not interesting, write in a way that makes it interesting. Know who you're hiring for. Knowing your audience will help
you figure out what to write and how to write it. Write, write and write a little more. This is the only sure way to become an author. If the thought of writing an entire book is complicated, break it down into manageable pieces. You don't have to write the whole book in one sitting, one month or even one year. Learn to review your work. Read your entries out
loud to make sure it sounds the way you want it. Fix it and then read again. When you are done, give the book to six of your peers to read and review. Ask them to be honest. They may have some great ideas and suggestions. Don't be surprised if you have to do a lot of rewriting when they've done source: Inc. Once you've written the book, you'll need to find
a publisher. Get used to giving up. It's going to happen. But remember that everyone doesn't bring you one step closer to yes. Advertising Once you find a publisher, the real work begins. Here's how to sell your book: Talk to the advertising department at your publishing house. Get ideas from them based on the kind of book you're trying to sell. Create a
website and write a blog. Ask your friends to tell your friends about your book and make sure to advance blurbs and reviews of your book to get posted on the Amazon.com.Plan Book Tour. You have to edit the choices you plan to read aloud so that it will have the maximum impact on listeners. Get there and be seen and heard throughout the year, starting
two months before publication. Be realistic. Don't expect your first book to become a bestseller (source: Germano). We can earn commissions from links on this page, but we only recommend products we love. I promise. We got Jane Green, author of Another Piece of My Heart, to share a book she was reading that grabbed her attention and kept her hooked.
April 5, 2012 Provided Image We Got Jane Green, author of the new novel Another Piece of My Heart, to share the books she read that grabbed her attention and kept her hooked. Warning: You may have to call the sick as soon as you get knee-deep in these absorbing storylines and utterly believable characters. 1 of the 5 room Emma Donoghue 5-year-old
boy tells this haunting novel about growing up in captivity in the same room with his mother. Their only visitor - a frightening elderly man, whom the boy calls Old Nick. Inspired by the true stories of women captured, the tale tells about the power of love between a mother and her child. Click here to buy the book. 2 of 5 Hunchback Neumann Marcus Sonia
Sones Written as Funny, poignant poems, Sones tells the fragmentary story of a mom and wife who struggles with menopause, dealing with an elderly, sick mother, and trying to be a writer through it all. Click here to buy the book. 3 out of 5 This beautiful life Helen Shulman family Bergamot faces a crisis when their 15-year-old son, Jake, receives a sexual
video message starring a minor fan ... and directs it to his friends. Click here to buy the book. 4 out of 5 After You Julie Buxbaum When her best friend Lucy is killed in front of her eight-year-old daughter, Ellie rushes across the Atlantic to England to support Lucy's broken family. During the visit of people and the predicament that Lucy left behind, Ellie begins
to doubt her own life back in the States. Click here to buy the book. 5 of the five hooked By Katherine Greenman When Thea Galehouse meets Will, she is immediately smitten. He seems to be much more grown-up than any of the other guys at her high school in New York. Nothing about their ensuing relationship struggleuntil Thea gets pregnant during her
first year of college. When she and Will decide to leave the baby, Thea begins to rely on her parents in a way she has never been before. Click here to buy the book. 10 Scariest Books Ever Advertising - Continue reading below this content is created and supported by a third party, and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You
may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.io Celebrity Books and Entertainment Publisher Scott Birk is Finder Canada publisher. He has written for dozens of national and international publications including National Post, Mountain Life, SBC Resort Guide, and Rock and Ice magazine. He holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in
Sociology from the University of Guelph and a PADI Divemaster certificate and enjoys snowboarding, snorkeling and traveling with his wife and young daughter. Producer Emma Balmforth is a producer of Finder. She is passionate about cryptocurrencies, credit cards and credit, and likes to help people understand the often confusing world of finance. Emma
holds a degree in Business and Psychology from the University of Waterloo. She wants to help people make financial decisions that will benefit them now and in the future. Writer Claire Horwood received her Bachelor of Arts degree from the University of Victoria and became a freelance writer in 2017. She has traveled extensively (24 countries and counting)
and likes to work remotely for clients around the world. In her spare time, Claire enjoys rock climbing, drinking excessive amounts of coffee and reading an epic series of SAGA graphic novels. Deputy editorStacie Hurst is Assistant Editor of Finder. She received a degree in psychology and writing, but studied a number of subjects at university, including
business and political political Stacey likes to give people the tools they need to make knowledgeable and successful decisions. Her personal interests include writing, personal finance, web technology, photography and everything creative! Assistant Editor Jaclyn Hurst is Associate Editor of Finder. She holds a bachelor's degree in business from the
University of the Redeemer and a University Certificate in Fund Management from at atabasca University. She is as passionate about business and finance as organic coffee, music and Sports Sumatra. Chelsea's assistant editor is an assistant editor of Finder. She received a bachelor's degree in biology and chemistry and a master's degree in chemistry.
She loves empowering people to make better decisions by giving them the right tools to navigate their options. In addition to working at Finder, Chelsea loves to teach, cook and pursue any number of creative endeavors. The first time I saw Gabrielle Bernstein, she was leading one of her famous meditation workshops. She sat cross-legged on the wooden
floor surrounded by about 80 women in their 20s (and me), all of us in admiring attention. She was ecstatic, gregarious and utterly charming when she told us about how she transformed her life from a New York party girl into a spiritual guru for hip Manhattan young women. I remember thinking that her message was similar to the messages in The Secret, a
book I (secretly) was reading at the time, but that Gabriel perfectly adapted it for a new - and hipper - demographic. I also remember thinking: This woman will become famous. I was right. Since then, she has written two books, and she has been conducting workshops with 100 participants. Gabrielle was featured in the New York Times and Elle, who wrote:
While Carrie Bradshaw - there's a new role model for getting thirty-something. Gabriel Bernstein is doling out the inner world and loving himself to a postmodern spiritual set. Gabby and I met again this summer when we were in the same room in the Hamptons. On the eve of the release of her new book, Spirit Addict, a radical path to self-love and miracles,
Gabby sat down with me for an interview about spirituality, and her favorite beauty products. The question is: Gabby, this site is dedicated to beauty and I tend to focus on makeup, skin and hair - all things that make you look good outside. But we both know that beauty really comes from within. Agreed. All external beauty stuff is awesome, but if you don't
have your inner light, then your outer beauty is not complete. I believe that true beauty comes from within. There is nothing more beautiful than a woman who exudes self-confidence and love for herself. A: In your new book Spirit Addict, you talk a lot about how to shine from within. Exactly. I did the work of my life to help women its inner radiance. We
cultivate our inner glow and brilliance from through positive self-enlightenment, self-forgiveness and an unwavering journey to self-love. It's a lot of work, but it's worth it. The question is: So how can an average, sometimes negative person get, as you say so often, their inner glow on? The first step to getting your inner glow on is to take an inventory of your
thoughts. Notice the unkind thoughts you are telling yourself. These negative, fear-based thoughts block your inner light. If you recognize these negative thoughts when they occur, you can consciously choose a new perspective. For example, if your negative chatter likes to repeat: I hate my body and I will never lose weight, start a new conversation in your
mind by saying: Today I choose to love and respect my body with nutritious food and physical activity. This simple shift will turn on the switch and untie your inner glow. The question: Every spiritual person I know talks about changing negative thinking patterns. This worked for my friends who successfully turned their attitude about dating around. My friends
used to approach dating from a somewhat negative place - one I can relate to. and why love doesn't happen to me. Then they changed their approach. One friend made a list of attributes for her dream guy, worked on being happy in her one state and then booming... she landed it. Your friend switched her energy. By changing her mind, she changed her
energy. When her thoughts repeated: What's wrong with me, she's stuck in low energy and model doubts. It wasn't attractive. Our thoughts inform our energy and our energy informs our external experience. When your friend changed her mind, she switched her energy and changed her energetic relationship with men. Through her positive thoughts, she
activated her inner glow, which is what attracted her man! This is a prime example of how our inner glow is the same, if not more important, than shiny hair and ferocious lip gloss. The question is: Tell me about the affirmations. Everyone I know makes them. One friend holds her on a yellow Post-It note in her car. Affirmations are a powerful tool for moving
our thoughts and energy. The more we think, loving thought, the more we tend to believe it. Faith is a key component of affirmation. You can tell all the statements you want, but if you don't believe them the true shift won't happen. Our thoughts inform our energy and our energy informs our external experience. The question: It was fun. I could talk about
spirituality and relationships forever, but I'm dying to learn more about your favorite foods. Let's start with skin care. You have great skin. Talk about cosmetics in equal measure I believe that we should treat our inner being equally as well as we treat our outer being. I dry the brush in front of my daily Epsom salt bath. After the bath I use Skin Trip Trip Cream.
I love this product! It makes me feel like I'm in Hawaii. I have my face with Dr. Alkaitis organic facial cleanser cleanser and for my eyes, I smear on Yon-Ka Phyto-contour eye cream, which is great for puffiness and circles. I put SkinCeuticals CE Ferulik serum on my face. Then the last step for my face is the Yon-Ka Advanced Cream Optimizer. I do all this
before applying makeup. I do the same bedtime routine. During the day I also use my Arganica essential oil to lighten my eyes when I re-make up my makeup. Also, before I go to bed, I always floss with a young live floss that has essential oil thieves on it. I also apply cuticles of Kiehl cream on my fingers before going to bed every night. Works like a charm!
The question is: Are there any skin care secrets you would like to share? This advice may seem a little far away, but it works wonders! Whenever I have a photo shoot, TV appearance or lecture, I want to make sure that my eyes are not swollen. One of my greatest tricks is to release puffiness around my neti pot eyes. I'm throwing some essential oils. The
question is: What about your favorite makeup products? I love Dior products. Especially their eyeshadow and lip gloss. I'm also a big fan of Dr. Hauschka's bronzer. It gives me an amazing glow. The question is: You also have amazing hair. Your long, natural waves are perfect here on the beach. What are your favorite foods and tips? I'm a drug addict,
Frederic Fekkai. I love Fekkai products for the summer. I use Fekkai Beach Waves Spray for sunscreen and a super hot beach look. When I wash my hair I use Kiehls Sunflower Color Preservation Shampoo and Conditioner. The question is: And finally, I know you love your colorist and hairdresser. Care to reveal their top secret identities here, About.com?
My stylist marshal from the Soho Fekkai salon saved my hair. He's a genius. I've never trusted anyone as much as a marshal. It manages to keep my length, making my hair still feel super healthy. He styled my hair on the cover of my new book (Spirit of Junkie, a radical path to self-love and miracles) and it's been a wave forever! My colorist, Jamie, is
amazing at balayage technique. It's perfect for my hair. I never want to have one color process, so bright moments really do the trick. My make-up artist for my lectures and television appearances, Rebecca Casciano, is totally of a breed. I always beg her to sing at me with separate eyelashes. I love them. Gabriel Bernstein is the author of Spirit Addict, a
radical path to self-love and miracles. Find out more about Gabby and her books on her website. Site.
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